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2021 MANAGING PENSION RISK & 
LIABILITIES VIRTUAL SERIES
While the pandemic and associated uncertainty have created 
many challenges for pension managers, the rising market has 
put the funded status for a vast majority of plans at an all-time 
high. As some major economies face potential slowdowns and 
the concerns about inflation and interest-rate risk continue, 
pension fund managers at Pensions & Investment’s 2021 
Managing Pension Risk & Liabilities were looking for ways to 
lock in their recent gains and design the most appropriate asset 
allocation going forward. 

The record-high funding status of plans has plan managers 
considering options that may have previously been off the table 
to them in terms of minimizing their liabilities associated with 
the plan. More than 90% of defined-benefit plan sponsors want 
to completely divest, with the average plan hoping to do so in 
less than four years, according to Metlife’s 2021 Pension Risk 
Transfer Poll.

Panelists at the conference discussed the macro trends that 
can impact a portfolio today and how institutional asset owners 
can manage risk in this environment, including the benefits of 
hibernation and annuitization, and the lessons they’ve learned 
about de-risking plans over the past decade. In addition, 
panelists looked at best practices around good governance at 
defined-benefit plans. 

They shared their thoughts on how to balance the demand for 
return with the need to de-risk, the importance of a plan’s glide 
path approach, and considerations of both hibernation and 
annuitization.

To access the recorded sessions, go to:

PIONLINE.COM/2021MPRLREPLAY

https://ondemand.pionline.com/managing-pension-risk-liabilities
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DE-RISKING DB
There are multiple options that plan sponsors can consider when looking for ways to de-risk a defined-benefit plan, even if they’re 
not fully funded. Panelists emphasized the importance of cleaning up plan data to facilitate a smoother process with vendors 
offering such solutions.  

For plan sponsors who aren’t prepared to fully terminate a plan, there are still several ways to reduce the risk. Panelists said that 
some hibernated plans might still include a 10 to 15% allocation to return-seeking assets, with other hedges in place to minimize 
funded status volatility. They also discussed the potential to include some non-traditional fixed-income investments within a 
hibernated plan, such as investment-grade private placement debt, which can provide downside protection with better yields and 
spreads than corporate bonds.

Plan buyouts, whether partial or complete, remain an important de-risking option for plan sponsors to consider. Plan sponsors 
might consider the cost of a buyout not only in terms of minimizing liability, but also to reduce ongoing Pension Benefit Guaranty 
Corporation premiums as well as the day-to-day expenses associated with managing a hibernating plan.

Some plan sponsors have also increasingly been considering plan buy-ins, a de-risking strategy that’s been more popular in the 
United Kingdom. Panelists said that, for now, buy-ins, remain an approach typically considered as a step toward plan termination, 
but some larger companies are beginning to consider it as a long-term strategy. 

Hear the session: What are the options for De-Risking a Pension Portfolio?

PIONLINE.COM/2021MPRLREPLAY

ACCELERATING THE GLIDE PATH
When it comes to moving a plan into hibernation, 95% funded is the new 105%, said NISA Chief Executive Officer David Eichorn.

Several factors in today’s market make the case that many plans may be good candidates to move into transition sooner than they 
may have in the past, Eichorn said. After a 7% rapid decline in funding status at the height of the coronavirus market crash, the 
typical plan has recovered with a 12%+ increase in funding status. In addition, to the overall increase in funded status, plan sponsors 
benefit from higher confidence in mortality estimates, new funding relief over the past few years, and a credit balance war chest 
for many pension plans.

Furthermore, the move to annuitization has gotten more expensive and riskier, Eichorn said, further buttressing the argument for 
a steeper glide path to decelerate risk more quickly and move into hibernation.

Hear the session: Pension Perspectives
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ACCELERATING THE GLIDE PATH
In the nearly 10 years since General Motors and Verizon kicked off the modern era of pension-risk transfers with multi-billion dollar 
deals the market has matured substantially. Panelists discussed how the market has changed in the last decade and looked at 
several ways that it continues to evolve:

• Better mortality experience data. In addition to static mortality tables, insurers said that they now incorporate additional data 
such as zip codes and plan demographics to make their own case-specific mortality determinations.

• Streamlined asset-in-kind transfer processes. Insurers have improved their approach to credit review and valuation of assets 
for transfer. That includes alternative assets such as private equity, which more plan sponsors have been including in recent 
deals.

• Focus on cyber security. Over the past decade, cyber security best practices have evolved significantly. While deals used to 
simply require the use of secure emails, they now often involve a third-party, secure site with specialized password protections 
and protocols around access.

Hear the session: Taking Stock of the Past 10 Years of Risk Transfer Transactions – What Have We Learned?
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SEEKING ALTERNATIVES
Current yields remain at or near all-time lows, and as investors look at capital market expectations, there’s an expectation that 
returns will likely come down in public markets, due to several factors including high valuations and inflation. In addition, the wall 
of cash created by government stimulus has both institutional and retail investors looking toward alternative assets, panelists said. 

Pension plans are doing the same, resetting return expectations and increasingly looking at risk-seeking behavior with an eye 
toward alternative assets to find the yield that they need, panelists said. They’re also looking at other strategies to manage the 
risks in today’s market and achieve rewards in line with their overall liability management strategy. 

One of the plan sponsor panelists discussed the unusual mandate for his fully funded, terminated plan, which requires a 7.25% 
return without regard to its funded status at all. To reach that target, he said, he has increased allocation to direct real estate, real 
estate investment trusts, Chinese investments, and private investments. 

Panelists said plan sponsors, in general, are increasingly willing to trade a liquidity premium for returns available in alternative and 
private assets such as private debt or real estate. Furthering this trend, many private market assets have become more liquid than 
they’d been in the past due to technology innovation and increased activity in secondary markets.

Hear the session: Return/Risk-Seeking Portfolio
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MACRO TRENDS
The key to successful pension plan performance or a de-risking strategy is the flexibility to react to macro tends. Panelists in this 
session identified several such trends for plan sponsors to keep in mind in today’s market:

• Interest rate risk. Changes to pension regulations mean that rising interest rates in most cases will no longer trigger mandatory 
contributions from plan sponsors. Still, plan sponsors must factor the broader market impact into their plans.

• Rising Inflation. Panelists said that a well-diversified pension portfolio already has hedges, such as real estate or credit, to 
minimize the impact of inflation.

• Stock-bond correlation. While stocks and bonds have moved in opposite directions for the past 30 years, panelists said they’re 
keeping an eye on the possibility that they could converge, leaving a market with fewer safe havens for investors in times of 
volatility.

Hear the session: Macro Trends and their Effects on a Pension Portfolio
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AUDIENCE POLL: What assets have you looked at in the past year? (Select all that apply)

58% 33% 17% 8% 42%

Private credit Real estate Private equity 
secondaries

Convertibles Other
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PLAN GOVERNANCE
Whether a pension plan is heading toward an imminent de-risking transaction or re-evaluating its investment strategy, success 
requires good governance. That starts with a diverse committee that represents the company’s financial, human resources, and 
operations interests and understands their fiduciary role, panelists said. That’s particularly important in smaller plans that don’t 
have full-time staff dedicated to managing the pension plan.

Effective committees focus on clear communications, both internally and externally with third-party fiduciaries, actuaries, or asset 
managers, panelists said. Technology has become an important tool in managing such communications, facilitating better data 
management and allowing all stakeholders to monitor and analyze the exact same data set when planning for execution. 

Hear the session: Good Governance, Coordination Across the Organization and Potential Solutions
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DETERMINING GLIDEPATH
While a traditional glidepath based on a pension’s funding status is a starting point for many pension managers, panelists said 
that the heterogeneity of pensions plans requires a more nuanced approach that takes other factors into account. In addition to 
funded status, those factors might include whether a plan is open or closed, the maturity of plan participants, and whether most 
participants have cash balance accounts. 

Plan sponsor panelists illustrated the different ways of approaching a glide path. One CIO said that while his company began 
with traditional funded-status triggers, they implemented additional hedges because they did not believe that the glidepath was 
allowing them to derisk quickly enough, given market conditions. Another CIO said that rather than taking predetermined actions 
when her plan reaches certain triggers, her committee uses those as the opportunity for a dialogue about the best go-forward 
strategy at that time.

Given interest rate risk, panelists said that they also consider a hedge path aimed at minimizing that risk within a portfolio. That 
strategy can be a win-win for plan managers, since falling rates could create more hedged duration while an increase in rates would 
improve funded status.

Hear the session: Mapping Out Your Glidepath 
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Communication with external partners...........................................38%

Data management........................................................................................31%

Communication with the organization..............................................23%

Other............................................................................................................8%

AUDIENCE POLL: Where do you find the most difficulty in governance?

AUDIENCE POLL: Have you adjusted your glidepath following the volatility of 2020?
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RISK TRANSFER BEST PRACTICES
The key to making the post risk-transfer period as smooth and successful as possible requires a significant amount of work on the 
part of the plan sponsor leading up to the risk transfer, panelists said. Among the tasks that plan sponsors should prioritize are 
collecting and cleaning their data, determining which assets to transfer (for plan sponsors doing an assets-in-kind transfer), and 
choosing the best insurer with which to partner.

A successful transition requires the insurer and the plan sponsor work in lockstep when it comes to communicating with affected 
participants, and that they’re agreed on the level of service that requires. 

Plan sponsors doing a large, risk transfer should also focus on thinking about their post-transfer portfolio mix and conducting 
an Asset Liability Management study to determine whether they’ll need to make significant changes to their strategy. For some 
plans, the risk transfer could leave a plan with a longer duration than it had before the risk transfer, requiring rebalancing to more 
return-seeking assets alongside long credit, fixed income securities.  

Hear the session: Post Risk-Transfer: Now What?
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RE-RISKING CONSIDERATIONS
While appetite to re-risk plans is relatively low in today’s markets, panelists said, there are some situations in which it might make 
sense. For those plan sponsors considering re-risking a plan it’s important to understand the challenges inherent in today’s market, 
including high equity valuations, potential liquidity constraints, and interest rate risk.

Clients who have a two-way glidepath, or who are looking at re-risking following a liftout that changed the plan’s profile must keep 
in mind not only the long-term implications of the strategy but also the immediate impact. Re-risking, for example, might create a 
higher pension deficit or result in the need for additional diversifying assets to offset the additional risk.

Hear the session: De-Risking and Re-Risking: After a Period of De-Risking, is there Any Interest in Re-Risking Plans?
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